
Manufacturing

Overview
Our manufacturing industry attorneys provide coordinated, comprehensive
legal counsel to manufacturers on strategic, operational, financial, regulatory
and day-to-day business issues.

Using a team approach, attorneys in particular practice areas remain sensitive to the
need for quick, effective, practical solutions and call upon the guidance of other
team members needed to tackle each unique challenge your business may
encounter. 

Bond attorneys serve a broad range of both established and start-up manufacturers
in a vast array of industries, with a significant level of experience serving clients in,
among others:

Computer and Electronic Products and Equipment;

Machinery;

Fabricated Metals;

Chemicals;

Plastics and Rubber Products;

Pharmaceutical;

Surgical and Medical Equipment;

Food, Beverage and Dairy; and

Paper Manufacturing

Our clients range from an international aerospace and defense manufacturer and
publicly-held motion control manufacturer to an installer and wholesale distributor of
photovoltaic solar components and a sophisticated producer of industrial and
medical oxygen equipment – and everything in between. We pride ourselves on a
thorough understanding of each client's unique business and the particular industry
in which it operates. We are acutely aware that legal problems do not exist in a
vacuum but rather can be best solved by considering the broader commercial
context in which they are presented and the competitive objectives sought to be
achieved.

Whatever your business's particular needs and challenges may be, we would
consider ourselves privileged to provide the legal experience you need to prosper in
an ever-evolving marketplace – not just as your trusted advisors, but as true
partners in your success. Let us put the depth of our experience in the
manufacturing sector to work for you. 
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